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Summary

In many low- and medium-income countries (LMICs), student-centered pedagogies are often implicitly or explicitly at the heart of innovative pedagogical reforms (Bremner, 2021). In recent years, there has been a growing emphasis on student-centered pedagogies which aim to shift power dynamics, increase interaction, and prioritize the needs of learners. Many international agencies, governments, and education experts view these pedagogies as "best practices" or a pedagogical "silver bullet" to improve classroom practice. Despite popularity, there is a lack of agreement on what student-centered pedagogies mean in practice (Bremner, 2021; Britton et al., 2019; Schweisfurth, 2013).

Scholars have referred to student-centered pedagogies as a “hooray term”—something that sounds good but is difficult to identify and describe in practice (Bremner, 2021; Harber & Davies, 1997; Schweisfurth, 2013). The language used to promote innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches does not align with classroom practice. Studies show that most attempts to introduce student-centered pedagogical approaches have not significantly changed classroom practice. Teachers continue to use pedagogical approaches responsive to their existing education ecosystems and structures (Lu et al., 2017; Tabulawa, 2013).

This paper is the second in a series of three working papers meant to serve as references and conversation starters for policymakers and researchers as they navigate pedagogical reform for education system transformation in their local contexts. Together, the three working papers emphasize the need for more locally driven collaborative research on how the interaction of culture, local education ecosystems, and learning theories—collectively called Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets—influences teachers' pedagogical choices in the classroom.

1. **Working Paper I** explores what different definitions of “pedagogy” promote, emphasizes the importance of Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets for pedagogical reforms, and sets the stage for Working Papers II and III.
2. **Working Paper II** explains why it is important to examine Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets to inform local pedagogical reform agendas. Specifically, it outlines the challenges of a “best practices” approach, as seen with the generalized implementation of student-centered pedagogies.
3. **Working Paper III** details how collaborative research methodologies can help ensure pedagogical research considers Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets and responds to local contexts.

**Working Paper II** details why we recommend policymakers examine Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets in their local context to inform pedagogical reforms. We discuss the reasons why generalized “best practices”—namely “student-centered pedagogies” as currently implemented—do not often successfully transfer to new cultures, countries, and contexts and argue that many pedagogical reforms do not adequately consider the Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets embedded in each local context. **Appendix I** provides working definitions of key concepts from the three Working Papers.
A. Innovative pedagogical “best practices” are generally “student-centered” but lack contextualization.

As mentioned in Working Paper I, there is confusion around what “pedagogy” is and how to define it. There is further confusion about which pedagogical approaches maximize learning in the classroom. The term “innovative pedagogies” has been used to describe pedagogical approaches that contribute to transformative shifts in learning and that break away from standard ways of teaching and learning (Istance & Paniagua, 2019). An important theme of many pedagogical reforms designated as “innovative” is a shift in focus to view students as active, curious, and independent learners. As a result, many LMICs have championed student-centered pedagogies as innovative “best practices” despite confusion on what these approaches look like in practice.

In this section, we outline some attempts to describe student-centered pedagogies, which have only increased confusion about terminology and implementation.

1. There is confusion over which innovative pedagogical approaches will improve classroom practice.

When discussing innovative pedagogical approaches—many of which are student-centered—much of the literature groups them into theoretical categories, such as constructivist, inquiry-based, and collaborative. These categorizations are helpful for theoretical discussions but not for policy decision-making, because they do not identify what is and is not an innovative student-centered pedagogical approach.

More recently, there have been attempts to categorize innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches based on how teachers implement the approaches in their classroom. These categorization efforts range from cataloging individual pedagogical approaches to grouping classroom practices into frameworks, clusters, and taxonomies. For example, the OECD proposes 6 clusters of Innovative Pedagogies, connecting discrete pedagogical approaches with broader theoretical models related to innovation in the classroom. Some of the OECD’s suggested clusters, such as blended learning, gamification, or experiential learning, have been used in classrooms to promote more horizontal relationships between teachers and students. The Eight Integrated Pedagogies, proposed by the Lego Foundation, are approaches focused on play. The Eight Integrated Pedagogies use broader theoretical categories, including cooperative, collaborative, and inquiry-based pedagogical approaches in the classroom. See Appendix II for a summary of categorizations of innovative pedagogical approaches.

Despite these efforts to categorize innovations, there remains confusion and a lack of consensus around pedagogical innovations to improve classroom practice. However, a common theme amongst innovations is the implicit or explicit centering of the student experience, often called “student-centered pedagogy.”

2. There is no consensus on how to describe student-centered pedagogies.

Scholars have suggested dimensions, characteristics, and minimum standards to specifically describe student-centered pedagogies. For example, Schweisfurth (2013) defines student-centered pedagogies as “a pedagogical approach which gives learners, and demands from them, a relatively high level of active control over the context and process of learning,” and she proposes seven minimum standards for student-centered pedagogies. However, Bremner (2021) argues that having minimum standards is
impossible because there is no agreed-upon definition of student-centered pedagogies. Instead, he proposes six general categories synthesized from previous literature. Starkey (2017), on the other hand, offers a yet broader conceptualization of student-centered pedagogies with three general dimensions that describe the intended goals of student-centered pedagogies.

Starkey’s three dimensions can be seen as encompassing one or more of the standards and categories by Schweisfurth and Bremner. For example, Starkey’s (2017) “agency dimension,” which focuses on empowering students as active participants in their learning, corresponds with Bremner’s (2021) categories “adapting to student’s needs” and “autonomy,” which acknowledge the importance of students’ independence and active participation in creating knowledge. Additionally, Starkey’s (2017) “cognitive dimension,” focused on the process of student learning, can encompass Schweisfurth’s (2013) standards “building on learners’ existing knowledge” and “content relevant to learners’ lives,” which focus on curating relevant content for students based on their prior learning. Appendix III provides a summary of Schweisfurth’s, Bremner’s, and Starkey’s standards, categories, and dimensions of student-centered pedagogies.

Ultimately, we agree with Bremner’s (2021) statement that, considering all the attempts to describe and define student-centered pedagogies, the term has been “defined to death,” with little to no clarity about what student-centered pedagogies look like in different classroom contexts. In this working paper, we adopt a working definition of student-centered pedagogies as pedagogical approaches that center the student learning experience and are relevant and responsive to the local context. We contend that most of the teaching and learning that happens in classrooms is neither fully student- nor teacher-centered. Rather, it is a mixture of facilitation, collaboration, and transmission of knowledge based on the broader societal goals of education.

3. “Student-centered pedagogy” inherently implies a need for contextualization.

One of the biggest barriers to effective pedagogical reform is assuming that pedagogical approaches are generalizable and transferable “best practices.” Many education reforms are “traveling policies” (Schweisfurth, 2013), meaning that they originated primarily in the West and were either adopted by local education actors or transferred by international actors without a thorough review of their appropriateness in local contexts (Meyer et al., 1997; Ramirez & Boli, 1987).

International organizations prefer a portfolio of “best practices” partly because implementing pre-packaged reforms is easier than supporting projects developed locally. Often these best practices are supported by experimental and quasi-experimental data presented as conclusive but which in fact is rarely conclusive or methodologically sound (Samoff, 1999; Steiner-Khamsi, 2013; Klees, 2008). In turn, local policymakers and other education actors often adopt the rhetoric of student-centered pedagogies that international organizations utilize as part of their education reform efforts to refer to existing local practices (Verger et al., 2016; Steiner-Khamsi, 2013). However, traditional teaching methods remain the norm in most classrooms (Bremner, 2021; Chafi & Elkhousai, 2017; Tabulawa, 2013).

Traditional teaching methods, commonly referred to as teacher-centered pedagogy, generally promote lecture-style classes, rote memorization, or transmission of information to students. In traditional systems, the teacher is an authoritative and knowledgeable figure, and a large part of a teacher’s job is to pass down their knowledge to students (Garrett, 2008). Therefore, teachers use pedagogical approaches aligned with transmitting knowledge, covering a set curriculum, and preparing students for religious,
moral, or national identities. Changing pedagogical practices faces resistance when the local education ecosystem supports traditional methods that teachers are familiar with. For example, in Tanzania, the introduction of student-centered pedagogy in secondary schools and within the pre-service teacher education program largely failed as teachers and students alike struggled to adapt to different models of power-sharing and interaction in the classroom (Vavrus, 2009).

Discussions about pedagogical innovations often do not consider the cultures, local education ecosystems, and learning theories that influence how pedagogies translate from policy to practice. Student-centered pedagogy requires a focus on the student’s local context because there is no “universal student experience.” Jones (1989) underlined the unique experience of each student, stating that “we cannot discuss what happens in the classroom and its significance for social change without at least an understanding of the structured, collective cultural interpretations of the pupils” (p. 22).

In recent years, the idea of “best practices” in education has been challenged to evolve to more of “best practices for each individual context” (Bremner, 2021; Schweisfurth, 2013). In the next section, we highlight the importance of contextualizing student-centered pedagogy to create meaningful learning experiences in different local contexts.

**B. Many pedagogical reforms fail because innovative pedagogical approaches are treated as standalone interventions.**

Innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches are intertwined with other aspects of effective teaching and the broader education ecosystem. Therefore, while isolated approaches may seem easier to implement and more efficient initially, they often prove ineffective in the long run and waste resources. Selectively introducing or improving pedagogical approaches responsive to the context is difficult but often more productive (Burden et al., 2019, Steiner-Khamsi, 2013).

Three of the most common mechanisms for implementing student-centered innovative pedagogical approaches are curriculum reform, teacher professional development, and education technology (EdTech). These mechanisms can be beneficial when integrated into a comprehensive, context-specific education ecosystem reform agenda. However, many reforms relying on one or more of these mechanisms have clashed with culture, local education ecosystems, and learning theories, limiting possibilities for effective implementation.

1. **Competency-based curriculum reforms do not always translate to classroom practice.**

Curriculum reform often precedes other types of pedagogical reforms because changing classroom practice requires first reimagining the guidelines and overarching goals of education in the local context. A curriculum, or plan for learning, sets the stage for the knowledge and skills students are expected to learn through education (NAEYC, nd). As societies evolve, curriculum reform is necessary to reimagine what students should learn and how and why certain content and skills will be prioritized. In this way, curriculum reform can become a highly political process, where questions of justice, power, and politics are sometimes challenged (Giroux, 1994). These changes require a systems-based approach to consider the constraints and opportunities within the existing education ecosystem and to promote dialogue amongst education actors regarding how curriculum changes affect classroom practice. However,
international donors often selectively fund only aspects of the curriculum that support their own package of “best practices,” without taking a systems perspective. This causes a mismatch between standards, curriculum framework, teacher education, and student assessment (Steiner-Khamsi, 2013).

Based on the changes to curriculum, teachers must then figure out how to adapt, replace, or introduce new pedagogical approaches in their classroom practice. However, curriculum changes often occur without teacher consultation and without a systems approach to plan the changes needed to enact the new proposed curriculum in the local context (Gouëdard et al., 2020). Additionally, teachers often lack sufficient pre-service and in-service professional development, resources, and clear guidelines for how to implement new pedagogical approaches within the local education ecosystem constraints. Therefore, it is often challenging, if not impossible, for teachers to enact the required curriculum changes.

Despite a shift towards competency-based curricula (Gouëdard et al., 2020), there is often a gap between curriculum changes and implementation in the classroom. For example, new curricular policies in Vietnam aimed to shift pedagogical practice towards a more competency-based curriculum to incorporate 21st century skills into the national curriculum. However, challenges arose due to a lack of training and understanding around the new policy. Many teachers did not feel comfortable implementing the new curriculum strategies and struggled with resource shortages and overcrowded classrooms (Ho & Dimmock, 2023). Curriculum reform in Ireland also highlighted the need to think more deeply about how policy changes affect teachers in their classrooms. Project Maths in Ireland is the secondary school mathematics curriculum piloted between 2008 and 2010. Much like in Vietnam, this curriculum policy reform aimed to shift the focus towards real-life application of content. However, evaluations of the reform revealed that despite some positive effects (namely, students’ more positive attitudes towards math), many teachers found the length of the curriculum unrealistic and struggled to meet the established expectations for completion (O’Meara & Milinkovic, 2023).

As many governments move to change curriculum priorities and guidelines, teachers and school leaders need support to effect positive change in the classroom (Kane & Steiner, 2019). To enact a competency-based curriculum successfully, education actors must consider the other parts of the education ecosystem that affect and will be affected by the change.

2. Decontextualized and isolated teacher professional development reforms have failed to bring about changes in classroom practice.

One of the most important mechanisms of pedagogical reform is teacher professional development. As research continues to show the crucial role of teachers in affecting student outcomes (Chu et al., 2015; Hattie, 2003; Istance & Paniagua, 2019; Metzler & Woessmann, 2010), many countries are investing significantly in pre-service and in-service teacher professional development as part of education reform efforts. For instance, China allocated approximately $84 million for teacher professional development in its National Training Plan for Grades 1–12 (Zhao, 2020), the United States spends around $18,000 per teacher annually (TNTP, 2015), in 25 of the OECD countries participation in professional development is mandatory for teachers at all levels of education (OECD, 2022), and in-service training is one of the major elements of spending in education in the Latin America and Caribbean region (Bruns & Luque, 2014). Additionally, between 2000 and 2012, nearly 114 of 171 World Bank education projects included teacher professional development (Popova et al. 2016).
However, teacher professional development for innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches is not effective if teachers lack the training, guidance, and materials for classroom implementation, and if teacher professional development is a standalone intervention without considering the entire education ecosystem (Popova et al., 2016). For example, a study of an in-service teacher program in South Africa revealed that a lack of resources and other situational constraints created challenges for teachers who tried to adopt more student-centered approaches in their classroom practice (Brodie et al., 2002). In Chile, the National Teacher Policy (Política Nacional Docente) included mentoring for new teachers and more structured professional development and career advancement. While some positive changes in teacher behavior have been noted, evaluations of the teacher professional development focused reform have highlighted the need to consider how the reform fits into the larger education ecosystem to assess long term impact on classroom practice (Mizala & Schneider, 2019).

Even if the teacher agrees with the purpose and goals of teacher professional development, effectively incorporating new strategies into classroom practice is not straightforward. The local education ecosystem must support reform, and the teacher must figure out how the new strategy fits with specific content and development needs of their students. They need to figure out how the new strategy affects their teaching plans, pace, organization, and assessment strategies that are all part of an effective teaching practice. All of this requires continuous professional development for teachers to learn, practice, and familiarize themselves with the innovative student-centered approaches and engage in reflection about their classroom practice. Lu et al. (2017) emphasize that although teacher professional development can be effective, teachers’ beliefs, motivations, and skills are critical in applying the knowledge gained from professional development programs to their everyday practices.

3. **Technology is a powerful tool if used correctly, but it is not a silver bullet to solve teaching and learning challenges.**

Technology is often easier to use outside the classroom for administrative tasks than for assisting the teacher and complementing pedagogical approaches inside the classroom. In schools, technology can be easily used to streamline administrative tasks, implement large-scale education assessment and evaluations, and assist with credentialing, recordkeeping, teacher management, and communication. However, the use of technology for improving teaching and learning in the classroom is challenging (Wilichowski & Cobo, 2024; UNESCO, 2023).

Technology has been championed as an important aid to assist or replace teachers in school systems with a teacher shortage, high rates of absenteeism, or few teachers with pedagogical expertise (Ganimian et al., 2020). **Scripted lesson plans** (SLPs) have become prominent tools to help teachers streamline lesson planning and supplement their content knowledge. However, SLPs can have both positive and negative effects on teacher autonomy depending on the level of expertise of the teacher, their lesson planning style, and their existing content knowledge (Narayanan et al., 2024). If SLPs are individualized and contextualized for teachers, they can help teachers improve their classroom practice. However, if SLPs are too generalized and do not allow for teacher input, creativity, and adaptation, this can affect teacher’s autonomy and create a false sense of improvement in classroom practice. Evaluations of the Success for All program, one of the most widely implemented scripted reading programs in the United States, show that incorporating technology is useful when it works to enhance rather than replace teacher instruction. In some schools, the Success for All program incorporated video lessons and computer-assisted tutoring
to supplement teacher instruction. Students who received both technology assistance and teacher instruction scored significantly better than those who only received teacher instruction or technology support (Chambers et al., 2005). A follow-up evaluation of the program found that while teachers saw the benefits of having technology support their instruction, there were many barriers, such as inadequate training to implement the program and limited time to cover other subjects (Quint et al., 2014). This evaluation shows that ultimately, without a systems approach and careful examination, these innovations will likely serve as bandages at best and distract from the real challenges of pedagogical reform.

Because good teachers are the most important actors for bringing pedagogies to life in their classrooms and ensuring quality education experiences for their students (Bruns & Luque, 2014), it is important to focus not on replacing the teacher but pairing technology innovations with a teachers’ skillset. Numerous studies —especially during the COVID-19 pandemic—have shown that technology cannot replace teachers. Teachers are essential for guiding students’ intellectual, social, and moral development and for understanding and responding to student emotions, a role that technology cannot fulfill (Collinson, 2001; Rifah & Zamahsari, 2022). In Brazil, primary public schools implemented the Khan Academy in Schools instructional videos to supplement regular math classes. While students’ attitudes towards math improved, math proficiency did not drastically increase, and students had less teacher-led math instruction (Ferman et al., 2019). Rather than replacing teacher-led math instruction, the technology needed to pair with teachers’ existing pedagogical approaches.

As the EdTech industry continues to grow, education systems will need to figure out how to harness technological innovations for improved learning outcomes by pairing technology with teachers’ skillsets and experiences and successfully incorporating technology with existing curricula and pedagogical approaches. However, the easiest application of EdTech continues to be the smart integration of technology in administrative and managerial tasks outside the classroom.

4. **Successful implementation of pedagogical approaches in the classroom requires contextualization.**

As seen with the three mechanisms above, considering how innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches interact with the culture, local education ecosystem, and learning theories is essential for their success. The OECD’s “Five C’s Framework” (Peterson et al., 2018) provides an excellent summary of the ways pedagogical approaches can be mediated within different contexts (See Table 1). Although it is a framework to apply the OECD’s Six Clusters of Innovative Pedagogy, we believe it is also useful to consider the “Five C’s Framework” as principles of pedagogy in practice.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Five Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. A teacher never uses only one pedagogical method. Classroom practice is always a combination of multiple pedagogical approaches. Most often, the best innovation is how multiple innovations are combined to address each classroom’s specific context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pedagogies are meant to teach something. Certain pedagogical approaches might be more appropriate for particular types of knowledge, competence, or interdisciplinary learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Learning does not happen in a vacuum. Pedagogical approaches need to be context-appropriate, in terms of the right fit for the culture, local education ecosystem, and dominant learning theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pedagogical approaches need to be the right fit for the knowledge, skills, and worldview of the teacher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Often, the policies, structures, values, and standard operating procedures in education ecosystems need to change, evolve, or transform for pedagogical approaches to take root in classrooms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These five principles highlight the complexity of implementing pedagogical approaches within specific contexts. Specifically, they highlight the interaction of the three categories of Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets that influence the decision-making process of the teacher: culture, local education ecosystems, and learning theories. These principles demonstrate that for pedagogical approaches to fit a particular local context, they must align with the overall purposes of education in that local context. Finally, these principles underscore that learning and teaching is a dynamic activity and that teachers are professional active agents who curate the learning experience of their students based on their understanding of their local context.

**C. Innovative pedagogical approaches need to be vetted and curated for each context.**

Despite the confusion over terms, lack of agreement on universal discrete characteristics, and multiple categorizations, there is convergence around the fact that the application of innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches depends on the context and teachers’ interpretations and implementation. This dependence on contextual factors makes it difficult, and maybe even counterproductive, to define universal best practice approaches to student-centered pedagogies. Rather, it calls for an understanding of how Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets impact classroom practice and a need to develop localized pedagogical approaches aligned with the overall education goals and environment of each context.

As outlined in Working Paper I, the Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets encompass the culture, local education ecosystem, learning theories, and all the underlying intangible elements that fall into these categories and influence pedagogy in the classroom. The introduction of innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches cannot be treated as a standalone intervention without considering the Invisible Pedagogical
Mindsets. Each context requires different supports, strategies, and inputs to successfully translate new approaches to classroom practice.

In this section, we highlight the importance of three aspects of Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets that education policymakers and other actors must consider before instituting pedagogical reform. Specifically, we recommend education policymakers consider whether the proposed pedagogical reforms align with the overall purposes of education, the epistemologies, and the teachers’ values and experiences. If the pedagogical reforms do not align with these and other elements of the local context, the likelihood of successful implementation of new pedagogical approaches diminishes.

1. Align pedagogical approaches with the multiple purposes of education in each context.

Pedagogical approaches are intimately tied to the purposes of education. Traditionally, education systems have focused on disciplining the mind, developing reasoning skills, and nurturing the moral, religious, and spiritual character of students. In many cases, education has been viewed as a public good and has focused on transmitting cultural heritage, preserving social norms, developing national identities, and teaching trades and other vocations for work (Langford & Langford, 1985; Olivia, 2009; Al-Attas, 1980; summarized in Morris & Qargha, 2023). As the figure below outlines, education has at least five major purposes.

**Figure 1:** Purposes of Education

One significant barrier to contextual policy reform in LMICs is the prevalence of “traveling policies”
(Schweisfurth, 2013; Steiner-Khamsi, 2013), which originate primarily in the West and are often adopted or transferred without thoroughly considering their suitability for local education goals, purposes, and values (Chisholm & Steiner-Khamsi, 2009; Ramirez & Boli, 1987; Verger et al., 2016). Despite efforts to promote innovative student-centered pedagogical approaches, many classroom practices remain unchanged (Bremner, 2021; Chafi & Elkhouzai, 2017), leading to what Tabulawa (2013) calls “tissue rejection.” This rejection is partly because student-centered pedagogies align more with Western notions of liberation and well-being associated with Western democracy and individual freedom. Consequently, some education actors, including teachers, view these reforms as ideological impositions rooted in Western individualism and consumer capitalism, incompatible with local education purposes. Moreover, student-centered pedagogies might not align with the purposes of fostering unified national identities, culturally rooted individuals, and economic development. Education policymakers must ensure that the pedagogical reforms align with the culture, values, and goals of education in their local contexts.

2. **Align pedagogical reforms with local epistemologies—the different ways of knowing and learning that are valued.**

Despite being termed “innovative,” the centering of pedagogical approaches on students’ experience is not new. Various cultures, philosophers, and systems have shaped an engaging and relevant learning experience for students, including the Socratic method, Confucianist systems, and classical Islamic education theorists (Beckett & Horner, 2016; Britton et al., 2019; Günther, 2006). However, in recent decades, the Western interpretation of student-centered pedagogies, which is rooted in constructivism, has become widely adopted as “best practice.” Without accounting for the different ways of knowing and learning that local contexts value, this Western approach to student-centered pedagogy will fail to change classroom practice for the better and will cause confusion and a mismatch between policy and practice (Bremner, 2021; Schweisfurth, 2013). Innovative pedagogical approaches must align with or complement the different ways of knowing and learning that cultures value and consider valid.

Traditional systems, including many modern schooling systems in LMICs, often view knowledge as an objective truth that is either rooted in past wisdom and transmitted through classical texts and religious teachings, or discovered through empirical observation of nature (Phillips, 1995; Al-Attas, 1980). Traditional systems often employ fixed curricula and learning standards and view teachers as authoritative figures that transmit knowledge to students.

In contrast, Western conceptions of student-centered pedagogies often view knowledge as a socially constructed activity, and at one extreme, this approach views knowledge as subjective and relative (Caduceus, 2023; Phillips, 1995). Student-centered pedagogies generally promote use of a flexible curricula; emphasize creating knowledge through consensus, dialogue, and experimentation; discourage direct transmission of knowledge from teachers to students; and promote the role of a teacher as facilitator or co-creator of knowledge with the student.

The debate on whether knowledge is objective or socially constructed is nuanced. For example, many traditional systems also contend that certain forms of knowledge are socially constructed (Al-Attas, 1980). Many advocates of constructivism believe that some areas of knowledge are fixed (Cobb & Bowers, 1999). Many scholars argue for a realist approach to knowledge, which acknowledges its social and historical construction without falling into relativism (Moore, 2000).
Because the epistemological tradition in each context might differ, researchers and policymakers need to understand and account for the various ways of knowing and learning and ensure that new pedagogical approaches complement local epistemologies.

3. **Align pedagogical reforms with teachers’ understanding, expertise, values, and lived experience.**

The role of teachers is often viewed differently between traditional systems and what innovative, specifically student-centered, pedagogical approaches advocate. In traditional systems, teachers are often seen as authoritative figures who pass down knowledge and preserve social, religious, and cultural norms (Garrett, 2008). In contrast, student-centered pedagogies advocate for teachers to become facilitators to guide students in constructing knowledge, or sometimes even become equal collaborators with students and mutually discover knowledge, address current issues, and challenge existing systems and structures (Vavrus, 2009).

In reality, most of the teaching and learning that happens in classrooms is a mixture of facilitation, collaboration, and transmission of knowledge. Many traditional systems value the collaborative role of the teacher and many advocates of student-centered pedagogy acknowledge the role of a teacher as a transmitter of established knowledge to shape students’ religious, moral, or national identities. Therefore, teacher-centered pedagogical approaches are not necessarily in opposition with student-centered pedagogical approaches: teachers combine approaches based on their goals and their students’ needs in the classroom.

Ultimately, a teacher’s pedagogical choices depend on their perspectives, the systems they work in, and the time and physical resources they bring with them to the classroom. Therefore, education policymakers need to consider the following challenges for pedagogical reform:

- If the specific pedagogical approaches are not aligned with teachers’ perspectives, the approaches are unlikely to become part of classroom practice.
- Even if teachers incorporate the new approaches into their teaching plans, often the curriculum and assessment systems require teachers to cover a set curriculum within a fixed timeframe. While the new reform may call for collaborative approaches, existing structures within the school often inhibit changes.
- Reforms and changes to pedagogical approaches often require much more time than teachers realistically have with their students given curricular constraints.

**Conclusion**

Although there are many reasons why innovative student-centered pedagogies are not becoming part of classroom practice, in this working paper we have outlined some of the more prominent challenges to implementation. The dominant Western style of student-centered pedagogical approaches is based on a specific worldview, complex, and lacking clear definitions (Bremner, 2021; Schweisfurth, 2013). Additionally, when the implementation of student-centered pedagogies does not consider the culture, local education ecosystem, or learning theories—the Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets—it is unlikely that classroom practice will change. As such, education actors need to consider the Invisible Pedagogical
Mindsets that impact how pedagogical approaches—namely, student-centered pedagogical approaches—can be implemented within local and contexts.

In **Working Paper III**, we offer recommendations for addressing the challenges discussed here, to help researchers and policy makers begin to reform education systems. Specifically, we explore how locally led collaborative research on the Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets can help education policymakers and other education actors identify relevant and locally appropriate pedagogical reform approaches.
Appendix I: Working Definitions of Key Concepts

Approach: This term refers to the way teachers implement pedagogies in the classroom. A pedagogical approach is how they impart a certain pedagogy in practice. This term can also refer to the way in which someone conducts research.

Behaviorism: Behaviorism is a learning theory based on the premise that behaviors are learned or acquired through positive or negative reinforcement or different types of conditioning in their environment.

Breadth of Skills: A breadth of skills includes not just foundational literacy and numeracy but also socioemotional skills and other skills, attitudes, characteristics, and knowledge children need to thrive.

Chalk and Talk: “Chalk and talk” approaches generally refer to traditional teacher-centered pedagogical approaches where teachers rely on a chalkboard and lecture-style classes.

Community Collaborators: This term encompasses the multiple actors from the community involved in the SPARKS Research Policy Collaboratives that assist the local Facilitating Partner in the research process.

Competency-Based: In contrast to an objective-based education system, a competency-based system generally has a curriculum where success is measured based on whether students master certain competencies or skills. Generally, competency-based education systems utilize formative assessments to evaluate student progress and encourage individualized learning progressions for students.

Constructivism: Constructivism is an educational theory that emphasizes the active role of learners in constructing their understanding and knowledge of the world. In a constructivist framework, learners are seen as active participants in the learning process rather than passive recipients of information. They construct knowledge through experiences, reflection, and interaction with others.

Education Actors: This term encompasses the multiple actors involved in the local education ecosystem including policymakers, academics, teachers, students, journalists, donors, civil society organizations and other relevant community members.

Education Ecosystem: This term refers to education policies, curriculum, assessments, allocated instruction time, classroom sizes, and formal, informal, and non-formal local education outlets.

Education Technology (EdTech): This term refers to the intersection between technology and education and the practice of using technology to facilitate learning.

Education System Transformation: This term refers to the fundamental transformation of education systems which encourages reflection and reassessment of the goals and purposes of education in specific contexts to ensure alignment in a constantly changing and modernizing world.

Evidence-based decision-making: This term refers to an approach to decision-making where policymakers primarily base decisions on available evidence derived from rigorous, empirical research methods.
**Evidence-informed decision-making:** This term refers to an approach to decision-making where policymakers’ decisions are informed by but not solely based on research evidence.

**Innovative Pedagogies:** This term refers to pedagogical approaches that are new to teachers and aim to significantly improve learning outcomes by creating transformative shifts in teaching and learning.

**Invisible Pedagogical Mindsets:** This term refers to the complex and multifaceted non-observable elements that influence pedagogical approaches and in turn are influenced by culture, local education ecosystems, and learning theories.

**Leapfrogging:** This term refers to the creation of transformative rather than incremental shifts to harness the power of innovation and improve learning.

**Mechanism:** This term refers to a way of doing something or achieving a goal. In this sense, a mechanism for implementing innovative pedagogies is the vehicle or process through which a pedagogical reform is implemented.

**Objective-Based:** Also referred to as “outcome-based,” an objective-based education system has a curriculum or approach organized around achieving specific learning outcomes.

**Pedagogical Reform:** This term refers to policies or efforts that change existing pedagogical approaches in the classroom.

**Pedagogy:** We define “pedagogy” as the interaction of culture, local education ecosystems, and learning theories that shape how teachers teach and students learn.

**Relevant:** This term refers to pedagogical approaches applicable to a specific context.

**Scripted Lesson Plans (SLPs):** Scripted lesson plans are an instructional approach in which teachers follow pre-written scripts or detailed lesson plans during teaching sessions.

**Structured Pedagogy:** This term refers to pedagogical approaches that are organized, systematic, and planned. Structured pedagogy emphasizes the importance of clear instruction, explicit teaching methods, and the use of instructional materials. Examples include breaking down learning objectives into smaller, manageable steps, sequencing learning activities in a logical order, and providing scaffolding and support to learners as they progress.

**Student-Centered Pedagogy:** Despite varying definitions of student-centered pedagogies, most scholars agree on four central themes: active participation, relevant content, respectful classroom environments, and formative assessment. The student is central in the learning process.

**Teacher-Centered Pedagogy:** This term refers to an instructional approach in which the teacher plays a central role in the learning process. In this approach, the teacher serves as the primary source of knowledge and directs the flow of instruction.

**Traveling Policies:** These policies originated in the West and have been adopted by education actors in other localities.
21st Century Skills: This term refers to skills identified as required for success in the 21st century, including critical thinking and problem solving, creativity, and collaboration.
## Appendix II: Categorizing Innovative Pedagogical Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovations Catalog (CUE)</td>
<td>21st century skills (digital skills, inter/intrapersonal skills, citizenship) and academic skills (literacy, numeracy, science, and other academic skills)</td>
<td>This catalog of 2,855 innovative pedagogical approaches offers valuable insights into diverse pedagogical approaches employed across various contexts (Winthrop et al., 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten Sketches (Open University)</td>
<td>AI in education, multimodal pedagogy, social justice pedagogy, multisensory learning, online laboratories, post-humanist perspectives, esports, learning from animations, online laboratories, etc.</td>
<td>This annual series, started in 2012, spotlights 10 education innovations in use but not yet adopted globally. Some categories recur over multiple years. The series is a valuable resource for understanding pedagogical approaches and innovation trends (Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2023).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Clusters of Innovative Pedagogy (OECD, CUE)</td>
<td>Blended learning, gamification, computational thinking, experiential learning, embodied learning, multiliteracies, and discussion</td>
<td>The OECD proposes six clusters as a “first step” towards an international consensus around pedagogical innovations to promote more “interactive, horizontal, and caring relationships with students.” The six clusters connect discrete practices to broader theoretical models. Each cluster is broad enough to help group teaching approaches and specific enough to translate learning principles into teaching practices without being prescriptive. The six clusters can help group new pedagogical practices (Paniagua &amp; Istance, 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Clusters (CIVIS)</td>
<td>Technology-based, methodology-based, skill-based, and context-driven pedagogical innovations, as well as other examples that don’t fall in the above categories</td>
<td>This taxonomy of pedagogical innovations is designed as a flexible framework to identify pedagogical approaches based on four broad categories and one “other” category. Like the OECD clusters, this categorization can help group pedagogical innovations. However, these clusters are broader and more...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight Integrated Pedagogies (Lego)</td>
<td>Active, cooperative and collaborative, experiential, guided discovery, inquiry-based, problem-based, project-based, Montessori</td>
<td>This list outlines eight pedagogical approaches focused on learning through play to create meaningful, actively engaging, iterative, socially interactive, and joyful learning experiences for children. This categorization can help group pedagogical approaches to identify how “play” is incorporated into new pedagogical reforms (Parker &amp; Stjerne Thomsen, 2019).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix III: Standards, Characteristics, and Dimensions of Student-Centered Pedagogies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schweisfurth’s 7 Minimum Standards</th>
<th>Bremner’s 6 Categories</th>
<th>Starkey’s 3 Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engaging, motivating lessons:</strong> Lessons are curated to motivate students in different contexts.</td>
<td>Active participation and interaction between students: Learners actively participate in their education, and the classroom is oriented around student-teacher interactions.</td>
<td>Cognitive: The cognitive dimension focuses on the student learning process, recognizing the students’ role in making meaning and the teachers’ role in building lessons from students’ prior knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building on learners’ existing knowledge:</strong> Lessons consider students’ previous knowledge and allow them to add to this knowledge base.</td>
<td>Adapting to needs, including human needs of students: Learning and approaches consider students’ prior knowledge, needs, and preferences.</td>
<td>Agentic: The agentic dimension focuses on empowering students as active participants in their learning who set goals and reflect on their progression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutual respect between teachers and students:</strong> Classroom atmosphere is respectful, and disciplinary measures are appropriate.</td>
<td>Autonomy (including metacognition): Learners are granted the independence to complete work independently and develop skills.</td>
<td>Humanist: The humanist dimension focuses on acknowledging students as individuals with diverse interests, needs, and cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content relevant to learners’ lives:</strong> Pedagogies consider the local contexts, languages, and other factors that make learning more accessible to students.</td>
<td>Relevant skills: The content students learn is relevant to their lives, contexts, and the skills they need to thrive in the 21st century.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialogue, not just transmission:</strong> Pedagogical approaches vary beyond lecture-style/knowledge-transmission-focused learning.</td>
<td>Power sharing: Students are involved in decision-making around learning, and traditional power dynamics are challenged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills and attitude outcomes and content outcomes:</strong> Learning is not solely focused on content outcomes but also</td>
<td>Formative assessment: Learning is measured in various ways, with formative assessments to measure ongoing learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>considers critical thinking and other attitudinal competencies.</td>
<td>rather than just summative results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment consistent with the principles: Assessment techniques acknowledge diversity of individual learning and are tailored to different pedagogical approaches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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